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Abstract
Test modules of the ANTARES [1,2] underwater neutrino

detector have already been immersed several times with
autonomous data acquisition [3] and the construction of a
string with electro-optical transmission of analog signals to the
shore is in its final phase. The next generation prototypes are
already under construction . Data are digitised inside the
optical modules by a fast analog memory ASIC developed
within the collaboration, the Analog Ring Sampler. Data
waveforms and/or time and charges are stored locally until a
local (level 1) or global (level 2) trigger is formed. Data rate
reduction, data transmission along strings and to the shore and
trigger designs with configurable analogue coincidences are
described. Calibrations of time and amplitude are outlined.

I.  INTRODUCTION

ANTARES is the project of a high energy neutrino
undersea detector, with an effective area of 0.1 km2. Its science
mission is vast, encompassing neutrino astronomy, neutrino
oscillations and non baryonic matter in the form of neutralinos,
heavy metastable relic particles or topological defects. Since
the Earth acts as a shield against all particles except neutrinos,
a neutrino telescope uses the detection of upward-going muons
as a signature of muon neutrino interactions in the matter
below the detector. The muon detection medium may be a
natural body of water or ice through which the muon emits
Cherenkov light. Its detection allows the determination of the
muon trajectory.

This detection technique requires discriminating upward
going muons against the much higher flux of downward
atmospheric muons To simplify the discrimination, the
detector must be installed in a deep site where a layer of water
or ice would shield it. The planned apparatus consists of an
array of photomultipliers, arranged in a lattice near the sea bed
at a depth of 2400 m, to detect the Cherenkov light from
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muons produced by neutrino interactions in the seawater and
rock beneath. Since 1996, the ANTARES collaboration�has
conducted an extensive R&D programme in close collaboration
with experts in marine technology.

II. DETECTOR OVERVIEW

The detector consists of an array of approximately 1000
PMTs in 13 vertical strings, spread over an area of about 0.1
km2

 and with an active height of about 0.3 km.  Figure 1 shows
a schematic view of part of the detector array.

Figure 1 Schematic of part of the detector array;

the magnified view shows two storeys and a hydrophone.

   The basic unit of the detector is the optical module (OM),
consisting of a photomultiplier tube (PMT), various sensors,
and the associated electronics, housed in a pressure-resistant
glass sphere.  The electronics includes a custom-built digital
electronic circuit which captures and stores waveforms, pulse
heights and timing information, as well as the HV power
supply for the PMTs and the network nodes for data
transmission and slow control.

  The optical modules are grouped together in `storeys' of
three modules and interconnected via an electro-mechanical
cable. In the present design the detector has 13 strings, each of
which has a total height of about 400 m. Strings consist of 30
storeys spaced vertically by 12 m. The strings are arranged in a



randomised spiral with a minimum horizontal spacing fixed at
some value between 60 m and 80 m.

The optical modules in a storey are arranged with the axis
of the PMTs 45° below the horizontal. 10-inch Hamamatsu
PMTs have been tested and used but 12-inch and 13-inch tubes
are under development by various manufacturers and are being
tested by ANTARES.

The relative positions of all optical modules in the detector
are given in real time by a positioning system.

Each string is instrumented with several electronics
containers. At every storey, there is a local control module
(LCM), and at the base of each string there is a string control
module (SCM). LCM’s are grouped into 6 Sectors of 5 LCM’s
each, the lowest LCM being the Master LCM of the Sector.
Special containers house acoustics and calibration equipment.

Each of these containers constitutes a node of the data
transmission network, receiving and transmitting data and
slow-control commands.  The functions which they support
include reading sensors, adjusting slow-control parameters, the
trigger, and the distribution of power, master clock and reset
signals to the front-end electronics.

 The individual SCMs are linked to a common junction box
by electro-optical cables, which are connected using a manned
submarine. A standard deep-sea telecommunication cable links
the junction box with a shore station where the data are filtered
and recorded.

The trigger logic in the sea is planned to be as simple and
flexible as possible. The main background which has to be
reduced is the single OM, one photo-electron (p.e.) amplitude
rate due to 

40K natural radioactivity of the water and to
bioluminescence.  The much lower rate due to downward
atmospheric muons is negligible with respect to this
background and, anyway, muon events will be separated from
upcoming ones off-line and will be used for calibration. The
trigger is based on coincidences between any two OMs in a
single storey or  pulses above a high threshold in one OM.  A
second-level trigger can be built from combinations of
neighbour first-level triggers in a string.  Following a trigger
the full detector will be read out. A more refined third-level
trigger, imposing tighter time coincidences over larger
numbers of optical modules, will be made in a farm of
processors on shore.

III.  OFFSHORE ELECTRONICS

The distance between the detector and land precludes a
point-to-point connection between each optical module and the
shore station.  Instead, an electro-optical cable from the shore
station supplies electrical power to the detector array and
permits data to flow in both directions.  The electro-optical
cable ends at the junction box to which the strings are
connected.  A star-topology network architecture is used,
(Figure 2) running from the string control module to the
sectors via the master local control modules. Inside each sector
the LCM’s are daisy-chained.

Figure 2: Network architecture

A digital scheme has been developed for the necessary data
multiplexing. This network is used to distribute power, collect

data, broadcast slow control commands and master clock
signals, and form the trigger.

A.  Digital front end
The OM electronics must fit in the limited space available

in the OM, consume little power, be reliable and long-lived
(average lifetime > 10 yr) and be inexpensive. An Application
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) meets these requirements
and can be tailored to our needs. The ASIC developed for the
digital front end is called the Analogue Ring Sampler (ARS)
[4], similar in design to the Analogue Transient Waveform
Recorder [5].

The chip samples the PMT signal continuously at a
tuneable frequency between 300 and 1000 MHz and holds the
analogue information on 128 switched capacitors when a low-
level threshold is crossed. The information is then digitised by
an external 8-bit ADC.

A 20 MHz reference clock is sampled in one channel,
giving a relative timing of the signals to better than 1 ns. A
time stamp is obtained for each event by counting the reference
clock cycles. A reset command sent through the clock stream is
used to restart all the counters of the array synchronously.
Since 99 % of the pulses are single photo-electrons, another
ASIC, dedicated to the treatment of single photo-electron
pulses, has been developed in order to reduce the dead time
and the data flow. The first part of the ASIC performs pulse
shape discrimination (PSD). It identifies three types of pulses
requiring analysis of the full wave form:

� large pulses, with pulse heights that cross a threshold
corresponding to several photo-electrons;

� wide pulses, with time over a low threshold longer than
about 15 ns;

� two pulses separated by less than 50 ns.



If none of these conditions is met, only the pulse charge and
time of arrival are measured, this information, along with the
OM address, is transmitted to shore in 64 data bits.

The large pulse threshold, the time over threshold, and the
time window for multiple pulses are adjustable. The remaining
1 % of the pulses satisfy one of the three conditions above and
so the pulse shape is transferred for offline analysis,
approximately 2000 data bits are required to encode this type
of event (waveform event).

Chips with a new version of the ARS have been
manufactured and are being tested. They integrate all the
functions mentioned above on the same chip, together with the
ADCs, the DACs and the slow-control interface (Figure 3).

Figure 3: ARS1 block diagram

A pipeline memory is implemented to store the single
photo-electron information long enough to match the level 2
trigger propagation and formation time, which is around 10 µs
for a 0.1 km2 detector. It will be possible to use up to four
memories per OM, in a token ring. This will permit the chip to
be used with PMTs bigger than 10” in diameter, for which the
counting rate may exceed 60 kHz, and for a km-scale detector,
where the trigger formation and propagation time may reach
30 µs.

B. Data handling and transmission to the shore
 A number of electronic functions must be developed in order
to handle the digital data coming from the optical modules and
transmit it to shore. Functions are required at each storey on
the string (LCM), at the base of the string (SCM), and in the
junction box connected to the shore by the electro-optical cable.
The specific functions are:

  � Organising data coming from the optical modules and
transferring them to the  SCM.

  � Processing the level 1 trigger at the LCM and the level 2
trigger at the SCM and transmitting the trigger accept at the
junction box.

  � Slow control and monitoring hardware.

  � Clock distribution from the shore to the LCM containers
and on to the optical modules, in order to time stamp all
digitised physical events.

  � Handling of the acoustic positioning electronics for each
string, distributed over selected storeys throughout the length
of the string, performed at the LCM level.

   � Acquisition of mechanical positioning information from
tilt-meters and compasses incorporated in the LCMs.

   � Transmission of data and slow-control commands from the
shore to the SCMs via the junction box.

Experience with the prototype string has led to the adoption of
the following techniques:

  ☛ Fibre-optics along and between strings, providing reliable,
compact and high bandwidth links

  ☛ Penetrators as opposed to connectors at the level of each
LCM:  this allows the use of optical fibres, connections to be
made inside the container and increases the number of
communication channels which can be integrated into a single
electro-mechanical cable.

C. Electro-optical cable and junction box
 Existing electro-optical cables designed for submarine
telecommunication applications fulfil the power and data
handling requirements summarised above.  They incorporate a
copper coaxial conductor for power transmission and 16 to 24
optical fibres for digital signals.

  The junction box contains power converters in an oil bath to
provide a standard 400 V DC voltage, the trigger broadcast
electronics and the electro-optical interface for the data, slow
control and clock transmission. The cable and junction box are
a potential single point failure of the detector.  It is therefore
foreseen to have two cables and two junction boxes, each
capable of handling the full requirements of the detector.

  Electro-optical cables link the junction box to each SCM
since optical fibres are necessary for the data transmission and

the clock distribution. In order to use standard undersea
electrical connectors, it is foreseen to convert all optical signals
to electrical ones near the connectors.

  A string is divided into Sectors. The organisation of data
transmission and Slow Control is under study. One possible
architecture, with string Sectors, corresponding each to an
Ethernet Segment and containing a bus for Slow Control is
shown in Figures 4 a,b.

D. Trigger logic and rates
As mentioned above, the main background is due to random
coincidences resulting from the single OM activity (tens of kHz



per OM) caused by  
40K natural radioactivity of the water and

by bioluminescence. The much lower rate due to downward
atmospheric muons is negligible with respect to this
background. The physics signal (up going muons from
neutrinos) is still orders of magnitude weaker.

   i) Environmental background.

A level 0 trigger occurs when the output of a PMT crosses a
threshold, which can be remotely set below or above a single
photo-electron amplitude.

 The higher level trigger requires:

• a coincidence between any two OMs in a single storey each
with a pulse-height above 0.3 p.e. or

• a pulse-height above 1.5 p.e. in an OM

If two neighbouring LCM’s satisfy any of these conditions in a
coincidence gate whose width is of the order of that needed for
a track to go travel between the two LCM’s, a level 2 trigger is
satisfied. Following a level 2 trigger the full detector will be
read out (“adjacent LCM pair trigger”).

Figure 4a. String architecture

Figure 4b. Data and Slow Control within a Sector

• With higher thresholds, a coincidence of an OM above
1.5 p.e. with another one above 0.3 p.e. within a storey is
enough to trigger the detector (“asymetric single pair trigger”).

The readout request is received in each OM, which starts
the digitisation of all the information within the maximum
allowed time of flight.  Internal delays specific to each OM
compensate for the trigger formation and readout request
propagation times.

The level 1 trigger logic will be installed in each LCM.

During a bioluminescence burst, level 1 triggers from
affected storeys provide no discrimination against noise,
because all the OMs in the storey see the burst. These storeys
are removed from the trigger logic in real time, but the OMs
are still read out, as the timing resolution of the detector is
sufficiently precise to allow real hits to be recovered from the
noise when tracks are reconstructed.

Following optical background measurements at the
ANTARES site the expected mean singles rate is 70 kHz for
10-inch PMTs if the bioluminescence cut-off is set to 200 kHz
and is 100 kHz for 12-inch PMTs .

The trigger reduces the rate to 100-200 Hz per LCM, so the
rate for the whole detector is of the order of 50 to 100 kHz.
These estimates are approximate and can be tuned by changing
the trigger configuration.

Other triggers, using other thresholds and coincidences, are
under study in order to further reduce the rate. Our aim is to
increase physics efficiency while maintaining an acceptable
data flow rate. With CPLD’s / FPGA’s the trigger will be
remotely reconfigurable.

ii) Muon tracks.

The expected rate of downgoing muons passing the trigger
is some tens of Hz. The expected signal rate (up coming
muons) varies, for different physical sources and energy cuts,
from hundreds to thousands of events per year.

These two sources add negligible amount to the data flow
from the detector to the shore.

E. Data flow rate
 The volume of data transmitted to shore depends on the

OM background, the trigger rate and the proportion of
waveform events (more information per event). For a total
trigger rate of 100 kHz with a 2 µs time window, 20 % of the
overall background activity is read out and sent to shore.

The three classes of waveform events, namely large pulses,
wide pulses and events where two pulses occur within 50 ns
are discussed above. Large or wide pulses originate from



decays in or near the OM and amount to a few hundred Hz,
while closely spaced pulses can result either from pre- or after-
pulsing or from accidental coincidences.

Taking into account the  various event lengths the expected
data flow rate from all the triggers is 500 Mb/s/string, or 7
Gb/s for the whole detector.

         IV.  SLOW CONTROL AND COMMANDS

 The system of slow control is described in [6], these
Proceedings.

V. CALIBRATION AND POSITIONING

 The pointing accuracy of the detector is determined largely by
the overall timing accuracy of each event.

This is a quadratic sum of terms due to

 � the precision with which the spatial positioning and
orientation of the optical modules is known

 � the accuracy with which the arrival time of photons at the
optical modules is measured

 � the precision with which local timing of individual optical
module signals can be synchronised with respect to each other

Furthermore,  in situ calibration of the optical module
efficiency as a function of time is necessary in order to measure
and correct changes in the response due to factors such as
optical fouling.

A. Positioning
  To attain a suitable precision on the overall positioning
accuracy constant monitoring of relative positions of the
various detector elements with respect to absolutely positioned
beacons is necessary. The relative positioning equipment has
been tested during prototype string deployments.

The absolute positioning of the detector is performed by
acoustic triangulation of low frequency acoustic beacons placed
on the string bottom and a rangemeter on a surface ship,

equipped with the Dynamic Global Positioning System
(DGPS). A precision of ~1 m has already been demonstrated
for the positioning of a prototype string. Precise triangulation
requires the knowledge of the sound velocity profile from the
sea floor to the surface, which can be strongly distorted by
thermal effects which depend on the season and current. This
has to be measured by using a CTD (conductivity, temperature,
depth) profiler when the absolute positioning calibration is
performed.

B.  Timing precision and calibration
 A master clock on shore, linked to Universal Time (UT)
through the Global Positioning System network, permits to
match events to transient astronomical phenomena such as
gamma-ray bursts. The clock signal is distributed through the
array network to each OM. A relative timing system aiming at
sub-nanosecond precision on the clock distribution inside the
detector has been designed and is being evaluated.

  A LED is located in each OM, facing upwards towards the
PMTs further up in the string. It can be pulsed synchronously
to the clock signal. This system will enable time
synchronisation between adjacent storeys in the same string

  Calibration with external light sources will relay the initial
calibration and monitor any possible drifts. The proposed
system consists of optical beacons which contain high intensity
pulsed light sources. They will illuminate several strings
simultaneously. Ideally, the optical beacons should emit light
at a wavelength as close as possible to that which is least
attenuated in water λ ~ 470 nm and should distribute the light
efficiently throughout the full solid angle with a pulse width of
about 1 ns. Pulsed solid-state lasers and blue LEDs are the
focus of detailed studies.

VI.  ONSHORE DATA ACQUISITION

 The estimated data flow is about 7 Gb/s. This figure accounts
for the extra data coming from bioluminescence and from the
overhead due to the transmission protocol. The object of the
onshore data acquisition is to apply a level 3 filter to reduce
this rate to a reasonable level for archiving on tape, maintain
an experiment status database using the slow control
information, and verify the integrity of the data.



  The first step of the on-shore processing is event building.
Here, time-stamped data from various parts of the detector are
assembled into events using a sliding time window (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Level 3 event filtering on shore

 Most of the triggers are caused by accidental coincidences,
and a customised version of the off-line reconstruction will be
used to filter these. The event building will associate both
digital data from the optical modules and slow-control data in
the same event.  Fully built events will be used for feedback in
controlling the detector, as well as for event display and data

monitoring.  A Unix-based event display has been developed

 and tested.  The programme for monitoring of slow-control
parameters and event histogramming has been written and
tested for the prototype string connected to shore [3]. It is
based on the EPICS package and will be used in the 0.1 km2

detector.
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